CrossLife Music Team
So you're interested in joining the CrossLife Music Team
The CrossLife Music Team is a group of volunteers with a heart for worship. Music team
leadership has a responsibility to insure members have a sound biblical foundation,
authentic desire to serve, and a heart for worshipping our God and Savior.
(Your level of musical ability is actually secondary.)
Here's what to expect
Initial Contact: Usually a casual moment between a candidate and someone on the
music team—this is how leadership becomes aware of your interest. This is always a
joyful moment because new team members bring new abilities and skills to the team.
(As you know, iron sharpens iron.)
Invitation to Practice: Leadership will invite you to visit a music team practice so you
have a chance to meet other team members. Practice (Wednesday nights, 7 to 9pm)
is casual, with a time of fellowship, devotion, prayer and rehearsal. The candidate
gets to see how team members interact and leadership gets a glimpse into the
candidate’s personality and musical abilities.
Meeting with Leadership: Leadership wants to know more about you. What's your
history with churches; how have you served in the past; what are your strengths. This
meeting usually takes about an hour and involves coffee, food, or both, and laughter.
Audition: You will be asked to audition your talent. Auditions are usually done prior to
rehearsals on Wednesday nights. It’s very casual — don’t be afraid
Make a Plan: You and leadership come up with a plan for the future. Most often, the
plan involves attending practice regularly until leadership feels the time is right for you
to serve on Sunday services. It's only through gathering and praising together that we
can learn about each other. The timeframe can vary for each candidate.
It's important to know that not all candidates will be a
good match for the music team.
If that is the case, leadership will work with you to find
the ministry at CrossLife that best matches your
personality, abilities and desires.
Blessings and Joy!
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